Abstract

Enlarged Adenoids is a disease which results in the blockage of air passage of infants. These babies who are infected with adenoids will produce high snoring sounds while they sleep. For children suffering from adenoid, it's a heart breaking scene for a parent to see their small innocent baby could sleep only in a sitting position. The sound of snore produced by such babies is too loud, that it can reach a person at several meters away from the baby. When there is a blockage of air passage due to flu, the snore sound of baby will go high. The adenoid snore sound infected by flu may mislead diagnosing. Here we propose a technique using Degenerate Unmixing Estimation Technique to separate the adenoid snore sound and normal
heart beat sound while doctor examines a sleeping baby, with a case of enlarged adenoids. The snore sound is a noise which needs to be separated to get a clear rhythm of heart sound.
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